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Tip of the Day 
�� I received a very positive response on 
previous Tip, so here is another one. It’ll help you to 
convert numerical data to time format and to use 
combination of absolute (with $ symbol) and relative 
references in MS Excel™ for fast tables creation. 

1. Format cell B2 for time 
input (see RBN 3/2002). 
Then calculate a target 
speed in cell B3; 

 

2. Input percentages of 
the training speed in two 
cells with a desired 
increment, select them 
and fill down by clicking 
and drawing the right 
bottom corner; 

 

3. In cell B5 calculate the 
product of the absolute 
reference of the target 
speed ($B$3) with the 
relative reference on the 
percentage (A5). Fill it 
down. 

4. Repeat step 2 to create a row of distances; 
5. In cell C5 calculate the time of the piece by 
dividing distance C$4 (relative column and absolute 
row) with speed $B5 (absolute column and relative 
row) and with 86400 to convert it into a time format. 
You can press the “F4” key for cyclic conversion of 
the references: C4-$C$4-C$4-$C4-C4… Format the 
cell as the time value and fill to the right and down. 

 
In less than 1 minute you can create a table with times 
for different distances at different speeds. Enjoy! 

Facts. Did You Know That… 
…oar inertia forces are not as low as they appear. 

Rowing oars are really light (1.4 kg scull and 2.6 
sweep oar), but they are long and the heaviest parts 

are placed at the ends. We defined moments of inertia 
as 6.6 kgm for sweep oar 4.4 kgm for scull. 
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Here is a graph showing the contribution of oar inertia 
to the handle force in 1x at 36 str/min. It is nearly 
100% at catch and release, which are 70-80 N forces. 

Ideas. What if… 
�� …you use different catch and release angles in 
stroke and bow seats of a pair. From a biomechanical 
point there is no reason why they should be the same 

 

We’ve measured 4-5o 
difference in very 
good crews. At the 
catch a shorter angle 
in stroke rower will 
reduce the difference 
in rotating moments. 
On the drawing Sa 
and Ba are rotating 
levers of the stroke 
and bow rowers at the 
same catch angles. Sb 
is the rotating 
moment of the stroke 
rower at a shorter 
angle. The length of 
Sb lever has less 
difference relative to 
Ba. 

A longer release angle in stroke seat also reduces 
rotating moment at the finish of the drive. So, just 
move foot-stretcher 3-5 cm to the bow in the stroke 
seat and see how it goes. Tell me if I’m wrong. 
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